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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

Pheonix Copley Prevents
Massive Asteroid from
Reaching Earth
by Ian Peoples ~ Guest Writer

It’s been a few weeks since the Huskies have played
a home hockey game, but that doesn’t mean they’ve
been sitting around.
The Huskies have taken their practice to a whole new
level. Blake Pietala is practicing by shootingVHS copies
of “The Phantom Menace” into an old VCR.
“There’s really no other use for them and it’s great practice,” he said.
Milos Gordic, Canada’s own 100-foot-giant, has been
contracted by NASA to ship goods to the International
Space Station.
“It’s a great workout and there’s no goalie, not that that
would stop me. They used to package the payload
like a puck and I’d slapshot it up there, but I’m getting
so tall, soon I’ll be able to just hand it to them,” said the
now 137-mile-tall Gordic said.
Gordic isn’t the only Husky working for NASA, either.
After his performance at the Great Lakes Invitational
against U of M and Western, NASA sought the help of
Husky goalie Pheonix Copley for their Anti-Asteroid Division (AAD). When asked for comment, the AAD Director said, “He’s a huge asset to the AAD! During our
preliminary tests, we found it is literally impossible to

Drunken Nights at MTU
by K Like the Letter ~ Daily Bull

As the years pass on here at MTU we continue to make
memories, friends, and poor life choices. Houghton, MI
offers few things to do so whether it’s playing battleship
beer pong with liquor shots, or beer bonging out of a
flamingo (otherwise known as a flabongo), we typically
just end up hammer fucked. So, we all have seen a
variety of different techie drunks. Here are the ones I’ve
found to be the most humorous.

...like illnesses!
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MTU Freshman Girl!

The Procrastinator Drunk - The guy who waits until last
minute to get drunk and do anything else. When you’re
ready to cash out for the night at 2AM, this asshole is
ready to ride the mechanical bull to bat-shit-crazy-ville.
He will outlast you, out drink you, and make your life hell
once you hit the sack. That’s right: the procrastinator is
in it for the longevity.
The Freshman Drunk - At least during fall semester you
can identify this drunk before he even drinks. He is
usually found in a pack of four or more first years with a
lanyard and his ID around his neck. When he stumbles
from party to party you are forced to believe in evolution by his ape-like stature. He is the one to be found
in the arms of an RA because he was dumb enough to
go back to his dorm room.
The Good Idea drunk - Every now and then you get that
one asshole with a bright idea. Typically this night ends
somewhere between dry humping the evangel Baptist
church to stealing city street signs and putting them in
other people’s houses. If you ever wake up with sharpie

see Livewire on back

If you have Netflix and haven’t
watched all of Scrubs, your account
should be taken away.

see Voltage on back
I have heard there are troubles of more than one
kind. Some come from ahead and some come
from behind. But I’ve bought a big bat. I’m all
ready you see. Now my troubles are going to have
troubles with me!”
-- Dr. Seuss

Hey guys! We made a meme last year! We might be a bit biased, but MTU
Freshman Girl is surely one of the best memes the internet has ever seen!
However, like all memes, she needs new material to stay alive! Do you have
an idea for her? Let us know at bull@mtu.edu or on our Facespacepagebook!

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Yes, We Deliver
to Campus Too!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

Super Bowl
XVMLCCVILOLXXX
Recap

from Voltage on front

on your face, no food in your fridge
or with your sworn enemy’s girlfriend
you can pretty much bank on who
you hung out with last night.

by Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull

Oh man. Dude. Guys. Seriously,
man. Dude. Dude. Game of the
CENTURY, dog!

The “I’m Hungry” Drunk - This drunk is
eating everything. Small infants, your
face, yellow snow. You better just
feed the bitch. Hell hath no fury like
a drunkard’s hunger.
The Senior Walk Drunk - This is no
ordinary drunk. This drunk screams
“I fucking did it! I graduated from
motherf*%cking MTU!” This is a legally-sanctioned get-belligerent-andhang-out-on-the-Portage-lift-bridgefor-funnies kind of shmammered. This
is a drunk that all locals young and old
fear. The senior can usually be found
somewhere between Hancock and
MTU and is typically found face down,
ass up. The trail of vomit, graduation
tassels, tears of douchebaggery, and
happiness make the underclassmen
crave the day where they can follow
in these drunk footsteps.
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Interview Skills Week
February 11 –February 15,
9am – 4pm (on the hour)
Schedule an appointment by
e-mailing
career@mtu.edu
Representatives from

will be there to help!

Get your tickets

TODAY!

Kohler Business and
Dining Etiquette Dinner

Thursday, February 14
Tickets are $10.00 (refunded
to you at the event).
Call Career Services for
tickets at 487-2313

from Livewire on front

get anything past the guy. As long as there’s a goal behind him, he’ll stop it.
We even froze him in carbonite and he still managed to block a penalty shot.
“We immediately saw applications for his skills in our division. Full-scall tests
were run and we came up with a simple formula. Is there there an asteroid
or meteor headed for Earth? Yes: Launch Pheonix Copley and a hockey goal
into space. No: Launch Pheonix Copley and a hockey goal into space just
to be sure. It rendered our nuclear-missile-to-the-face and shoot-a-massiverocket-at-it plans moot.”
They hoped they wouldn’t have to use him, but on January 20th, they detected a hockey-puck-shaped asteroid with a diameter approximately equal
to the Moon’s. President Obama was notified and he gave the order to
execute Operation Pheonix Copley and a Hockey Goal Into Space. Hours
later, our brave Pheonix rode a Saturn V rocket into the stratosphere. Without hesitation, Pheonix caught the asteroid and redirected it into the Sun,
Superman-style. He then free-fell back to Earth in a blaze of glory.
So, the next time you hear of asteroids or meteors heading for Earth, just
remember: out there, somewhere, Pheonix Copley has been launched into
space and he is the man.

Were you trapped in your car in a
ditch yesterday? That’s the only acceptable reason to miss that game.
I mean, that one guy made a crazy
catch even though the defender
was all over him! Not to mention the precision needed on those touchdown
passes the quarterbacks threw. Good to see Harbaugh get his first SB win.
As usual, though, most of America watched for the commercials. Doritos,
GoDaddy, Geico, Pepsi, Nike, and various auto and beer companies spent
$4,000,000 each for 30-second slots. I really feel that they used to be funnier, though. Remember the satin sheets commercial? That was great.

Weekly Masochism Puzzle

Puzzle 1 (Medium, difficulty rating 0.56)
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